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Do more with your Digital Content Publishing!
This is not a standard flipbook where you upload your PDF to turn it into a 3d book.
We go through the creative process to design your publications first and then convert them into digital flipbooks full of features and functionalities to suit your needs. We use digital creation technologies to convert content into interactive publications and deliver wonderful user experiences. Our solutions allow our customers to reduce their printing and distribution costs and increase market size and reach through various digital channels for free!

 See Samples Request Quote

 







 
 Take your content to the next level with enriched digital solutions
Live Publications was conceptualized to offer augmented digital publication solutions to publishers and content producers.
 It offers a wide array of solutions to enterprises and small businesses.
Live Publications solution is ideal for:






 
Some friends we have made along the way.
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     Cost Saving
 
Save cost by reducing or completely eliminating printing and distribution.


   Maximize Reach
 
Reach your audience far beyond your print publication can do quickly and effectively.


   Go Green!
 
Live publication is an eco-friendly alternative to traditional printed material.


   Design & Delivery
 
One-stop shop for design and delivery of your content at the most affordable price.


   Amazing features
 
Features that make sense for the publication and provide the best experience.


 
 


 
 Startup or Established Business, we have a solution that fits your needs


 
  

Realistic Page Flip
Choose from auto page flip to do it yourself single page at a time, this feature provides the best alternative to the real thing. Try it on a touchscreen laptop or tablet to see what we mean!
 Get Started



  Zoom In/ Zoom Out
Sometimes you need to zoom in for the details, maybe it’s an image that you want to zoom up or a small text that you want to read like the fine print or any information or instructions.
 Get Started

 



   

Hyperlinks
Link your publication to internal or external content. This is handy when you want to provide more detail through a specific website like legal or policy matter.
 Get Started



  Audio/Video Content
Spice it up by adding audio/video content directly into the pages. The videos play inside your publication and enhance the user experience. Showcase products, give a virtual tour, or add customer testimonials.
 Get Started

 



   

Mobile Friendly
Your publication will be mobile-friendly and will work on leading mobile devices without the need for any additional plugins or software.
 Get Started



  Auto Device Detection
Live Publications solution is intelligent to detect your device. Whether you have a mobile phone, tablet, laptop, or desktop, it will provide the best user experience.
 Get Started

 



   

Full Screen Mode
Want to hide the menu bar or the items on top of the screen? Yes, you can by going full screen and still be able to use all your favorite features and functions.
 Get Started



  Downloadable PDF
Sometimes you may want your customers to download and save the publication as PDF or you may want to print it in a PDF format. With Live Publications solution, you can.
 Get Started

 



   

Lazy Loading
Ever experienced slow-loading website pages with heavy images? We’ve got you covered! With lazy loading, the content loads as needed so that you get the rest of the content in a snap.
 Get Started



  Page Thumbnails
Best described as a visual Table of Content, where you can see a small thumbnail of the page that helps you to identify the particulars of that page.
 Get Started

 



 
 
Ready to transform you publications?



Submit the form below and one of our friendly representative will get in touch with you.




      





Inquiry Type
Request a QuoteGeneral Inquiry
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